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Shock Basics 



Balmer-Dominated Shocks 

• Non-radiative shocks in 
partially neutral gas produce 
optical spectra dominated by 
Balmer lines of H 

• Slow, ambient H I rapidly 
ionized away  

• Fast H I forms by charge 
exchange (pickup ions also 
formed) 

Collisional excitation of fast 
and slow H I produces 

broad and narrow Balmer 
lines 
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How Are Electrons Heated Relative to Ions?
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van Adelsberg et al. (2008)



Ghavamian et 
al. (2002)

filament, for a good sky subtraction. It is virtually identical
to the position used by KWC87. We obtained 4 exposures
at this location, with a total exposure time of 8400 s, which
we combined into a single two-dimensional spectrum fol-
lowing initial reduction.

The data were reduced using standard IRAF6 procedures
of bias subtraction, flat fielding, and illumination correc-
tion. Spectra of a HeNeAr lamp taken at the beginning and
end of the series of object frames were used for wavelength
calibration. We subtracted the night sky contribution from
the two-dimensional spectrum using emission from the two
ends of the slit. The H! line profiles (both broad and narrow
components) were nearly constant along the observed fila-
ment; therefore, we integrated the emission along the slit to
obtain a single high signal-to-noise ratio spectrum from a
5100 section of the filament (Figs. 2 and 3). Exposures of sev-
eral spectrophotometric standard stars from Hamuy et al.
(1994) were used for flux calibration. We estimate an abso-
lute photometric accuracy of 20% for our quoted emission
line fluxes.

3. DETECTED EMISSION LINES

Among the most interesting new features in our optical
data are the detection of broad H" and He i #6678. To our
knowledge, this is the first detection of the #6678 line in a
pure nonradiative shock. The neutral He atoms passing
downstream are unaffected by the electromagnetic turbu-
lence at the shock front. Therefore, neutral He atoms
remain cool throughout the shock and produce narrow
emission lines unresolved in our data. On the other hand,
since He+ is an ion, it is heated at the shock front by the
same collisionless processes that heat the electrons and ions.
Therefore, we expect the He ii #4686 line to be broad and
more difficult to detect than the He i #6678 line. There is a
hint of the He ii #4686 line at a low (1.5 $) statistical signifi-

cance. The surface brightnesses of the detected emission
lines from northwest SN 1006 appear in Table 1. We have
used E(B!VÞ ¼ 0:11 (Schweizer & Middleditch 1980) to
obtain dereddened line intensities from our measured
spectra.

Fig. 1.—Narrowband H! image of northwest SN 1006, acquired from
the CTIO 0.9 m telescope in 1998 June, shortly before the spectroscopy
reported here. The location and P.A. of the 200 $ 50 RC Spectrograph slit is
marked. North is at the top; east is to the left.

6 IRAF is distributed by theNational Optical AstronomyObservatories,
which is operated by AURA, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the
National Science Foundation.

Fig. 2.—Full one-dimensional spectrum of the northwest SN 1006
Balmer filament. Narrow emission lines of H!, H", H%, and H& are
detected, along with broad emission lines in H!, H", and possibly H%.
The sharp feature near the middle of the spectrum is an artifact of the sky
subtraction.

Fig. 3.—Close-up view of the northwest SN 1006 Balmer spectrum. No
smoothing has been applied. Among the newly detected lines is He i #6678.
There may also be a weak detection of the He ii #4686 line.
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Observables in Balmer-Dominated Spectra

SN 1006
Nikolic et al. (2013): IFU obs.
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SN 1006

the heliocentric distance to SN 1006. Clearly,
there has to be a unique distance, likely given
by the upper points around ∼2 kpc (supplemen-
tary materials section 3). However, most points
underestimate the distance, because loss of en-
ergy from the broad line component results in
too low inferred shock velocities.

These low values and variations of W and
Ib/In, as well as the potential non-Gaussian con-
tributions to the broad Ha lines, demand an ex-
planation. We examined three possibilities. The
first is that “broad neutrals” are acting as a pre-
cursor (27, 28). These are secondary popula-
tions of “hot” hydrogen atoms that are produced
when postshock protons capture an electron from
a preshock hydrogen atom—the subsequent ex-
citation of these broad neutrals produces the
broad Ha line component detected in our ob-
servations (2–4, 20). Broad neutrals will warm

the preshock gas and produce a third Ha line
component of intermediate width, which may
account for the narrow-plus-broad-line double-
Gaussian being unable to fit the data within
the measured uncertainties (i.e., not reaching a
reduced c2 of unity). The strongest argument
against broad neutrals is that they can only act
as a precursor over an atomic mean free path,
which is at odds with our observational result
that the variations and low values of W and Ib/In
extend over distances >> Lmfp.

The second possibility is that preshock hydro-
gen atoms may cross the shock front, eventually
become ionized, and become protons gyrating
along an ambient magnetic field line. These “pick-
up protons” settle into a bispherical distribution
that introduces a non-Gaussian contribution to
the broad Ha line core (29). This explanation re-
quires the magnetic field to be ordered on small

length scales (<<Lmfp), whereas turbulent mag-
netic fields will result in a broad Ha line that is
approximately Gaussian.

Both explanations are disfavored at low pre-
shock neutral fractions, which is the situation
in SN 1006, with a preshock neutral fraction
of about 0.1 (13). This is because both broad
neutrals and pick-up ions require the preshock
gas to contain a substantial population of hy-
drogen atoms (relative to electrons and protons)
in order to initiate the process. In the limit of a
fully ionized preshock gas, no broad neutrals or
pick-up ions may be produced.

The explanation we favor is that the post-
shock proton population includes a nonthermal
subpopulation of protons: suprathermal protons
(that are not pick-up protons). Such an expla-
nation requires no assumption on the magnetic
field geometry or preshock neutral fraction. The

Fig. 1. VIMOS-IFU spectroscopy of the shock front in the remnant of SN
1006. (Top left) A composite image of the full remnant (≈30′ in diameter),
combining data from the Very Large Array and Green Bank Telescope (red)
[National Radio Astronomy Observatory/Associated Universities, Incorporated/
National Science Foundation (NSF)/K. K. Dyer, R. J. Maddalena, and T. J. Cornwell],
Chandra X-ray Observatory (blue) (NASA/Rutgers/G. Cassam-Chenaï et al.),
0.9-m Curtis Schmidt optical telescope (yellow) (National Optical Astronomy
Observatory/Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy/NSF/Cerro
Tololo Inter-American Observatory/Middlebury College/F. Winkler), and Digitized
Sky Survey (orange and light blue stars). The green box indicates the region
covered by the Hubble Space Telescope Ha narrow-band image (top middle),
with the magenta box indicating the region observed with the VIMOS-IFU. (Top

right) The reduced data cube collapsed in wavelength around the Ha line,
recovering the shock front. The crosses with four different colors indicate the
pixels for which the spectra have been combined to produce the spectra at the
bottom. (Bottom) Dashed black lines show the best-fit double-Gaussian with
given parameters. DV and W were measured in km s−1. The reduced c2 values
above unity, along with the differences between the observed spectra and their
best fits (shown below the spectra with an offset of –0.3 for clarity), indicate that
non-Gaussianity is present. Most of the reduced c2 values above unity come from
the mismatching near the line core (insets) from –1000 to 1000 km s−1. On the
horizontal axis is shown only the fitted region of the spectra, whereas the y axis
shows the flux in units of 10−16 erg s−1 cm−2 Å−1, rescaled with respect to the
blue graph by factors 2 and 0.5 for the yellow and red graphs, respectively.
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Models



Latest Models Predict a THIRD Hα 
Component!

• Neutral return flux (NRF) upstream deposits energy ahead of 
shock, creating an intermediate width Hα component 

• Typical ∆Vin ~ 200-300 km/s: may be blended with narrow 
component at low spectral res observations (Morlino et al 2012)  

Morlino et al. (2012)

Ghavamian et al. 
(2000)

∆Vin = 150 km/s

∆Vn = 150 km/s

Morlino et al. 
(2012)

Intermediate 
Component Width 



Morlino et al. (2013) 

SN 1006 
∆V = 2400 km/s

∆V vs VSH Plot Affected By NRF Too: SN 1006 Again
(∆

V
)



• Value of βup substantially 
affects F(Hα): unexpected  

• Ib/In also strongly affected for 
low res spectra, where narrow 
and intermediate components 
are unresolved  

The NRF Also Affects Ib/In

Morlino et al. (2012)



Recent Ib/In Calculations Include the 
Unresolved Intermediate Component 

SN 1006 
Ib/In = 0.77

… range of VSH for NW from 
Chandra proper motions 

(Katsuda et al. 2013) 

Katsuda et al. (2013)

Winkler et al. (2003) Morlino et al. (2012): NRF but not CR modification 



Trends in Te/Tp 



Does Te/Tp curve 
change above 
2000 km/s ?

Tycho 
Knot g

Tycho NE

Tycho NWKepler

SN 1006

SNR 0548-70.4

SNR 0505-67.9

SNR 0519-69.0

RCW 86

van Adelsberg et al 2008; G13

βdown

Observing Many Balmer SNRs Gives βdown ~ VSH
-2



Idealized Case

With CRs/Reflected Ions

  L  ~  L    
~  κ / VSH  

CR

waves

(T, n, B)

shock jump

≈ 𝜅CR / VSH

A Possible Explanation May Lie in the CR Pecursor

⇡ �Ee
3
16mpv2sh

/ 1

v2sh

• A constant heating ∆Ee would 
reproduce what we see 

• Suggests a ∆Ee occurs ahead of 
the shock…

Te

Tp
=

3
16mev2sh +�Ee

3
16mpv2sh



How to Get this Trend? 
One Possibility: Lower Hybrid (LH) in the CR Precursor

(G07; Rakowski et al. 2008)

(CR-driven Alfvén waves)

B⃑

  

•  LH waves can bulk heat e-s parallel  to δB  

•  ∆Ee = ½me∆ve
2        Ωe 𝜅CR ~ constant (for 𝜅     1/B) 

   ∆Ee  ~ 0.3 keV (const)

/ /

δB⃑

LH waves: 
k∣∣/k⊥ = me/mp

δB⃑

ωLH = (Ωe Ωp)1/2

B⃑



βdown at Saturn’s Bow Shock From Cassini

Masters et al. (2011)

mostly ⊥ 
shocks

mostly quiet 
solar wind

Cygnus Loop

(Schwartz et al. 1988)

�Te
1
2mpv2n

/ 1/MA

(Ghavamian et al. 2013)

MA = vSH/vA



New Observations



New Observations of Balmer-Dominated Filaments 
in the Cygnus Loop

• Comparison to shock models indicates βdown ~ 1

• These Ib/In cannot be matched by any existing 
models, and haven’t even been calculated in the 
latest ones (e.g., van Adelsberg et al. 2008, 
Morlino et al. 2012, 2013) 

∆V  ~ 140 km/s
Ib/In ~ 0.34

∆V ~ 300 km/s
Ib/In ~ 0.65

∆V  ~ 270 km/s
Ib/In ~ 0.9

Medina et al. (2014)



First Detection of Broad Hα in the Galactic SNR 
G156.2+5.7

Hα image: Gerardy & Fesen (2007)
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shocks

radiative 
shocks
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First Detection of Broad Hα in the Galactic SNR 
G156.2+5.7

• ∆V1+2 = 490 km/s;  Ib/In = 0.65 
• ∆V6 ~ 235 km/s; Ib/In = 1.2 
• Positions 1+2: Measured Ib/In too low for shock models 

470 ≤ VSH ≤ 600 km/s 

(Agrees w/VSH from Hα proper motion: Katsuda et al 2016) 

• Position 6: βdown = 1; VSH = 300 km/s

Ghavamian & 
Raymond (2016, 

in prep)



G156.2+5.7 in WISE 22 μm Dust Emission
Work by Towson U. undergrad Jason Powell

Ghavamian 
& Powell 
(2016, in 

prep)



• Balmer-dominated shock models have become much more 
sophisticated, including momentum feedback from NRF, CR back 
pressure,… 

• This also muddles the picture a bit on measuring Te/Tp, though it 
seems 𝜀CR ≲ 0.2 can be accommodated  

•  Ib/In predictions have not yet been published for NRF + CR 
modification 

• Ib/In for VSH < 1000 km/s have not been attempted since G01.  
Crucial for interpretation of Balmer spectra in Cygnus Loop, 
G156.2+5.7,… 

• Ib/In are problematic at low shock speeds.  Often too low.  

• Does the equilibration-shock speed trend hold for fully ionized 
shocks too?  Need proper motions for SNRs in FULLY PRE-
IONIZED gas with well-determined distances (LMC/SMC) to get 
VSH, along with X-ray spectroscopy (Te) and UV spectra (Te and Ti) 

• Ion-ion equilibration studies sorely needed too.  Needs UV.  

Conclusions



Tycho’s SNR Hα

3.0-5.0 keV
0.3-1.0 keV

Ghavamian et al. (2013)

(P. F Winkler)
(S. Park et al. 

2007)



Additional Methods of 
Estimating Te/Tp



In Situ Solar Wind Measurements

Masters et al (2011), Ghavamian et al. (2013)



Te/Tp from Combined Optical/X-ray Studies: 
DEM L71 in the Large Magellanic Cloud

• Optical data give broad Hα FWHM, 
limiting range of VSH 

• X-ray spectra at sequence of positions 
behind shock gives evolution of Te due 
to Coulomb collisions + adiabatic 
expansion (Rakowski et al. 2003)

Rakowski et al. (2009); 
G03Hα Chandra 0.2-0.75 keV

Hughes et al (2003)



First Measurement of Te/Ti in an Ejecta Shock 
(Yamaguchi et al. 2014) 

Suzaku XIS

Tycho’s SNR

contours: Kα
color image: Kβ

RKβ < RKα

• Result: Te/Ti ~ 0.01 (!)
• Vrev ~ 4000 km/s; Mach number should be ~ 100
• No significant magnetic field expected in expanding Fe-rich ejecta  


